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In memory of Maxime Dahan, a pioneer in advanced imaging technologies

Optical encoding has great potential for nanomedicine, diagnostics, biosensing, document security, and optical data storage.[1](#anie201807585-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#anie201807585-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#anie201807585-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#anie201807585-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Such barcoding has exploited both the emission color[1](#anie201807585-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#anie201807585-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} and the excited‐state lifetime[6](#anie201807585-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#anie201807585-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#anie201807585-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} components of PL. The majority of encoding approaches are based on the mixing of different luminescent molecules or nanoparticles in microspheres[1](#anie201807585-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#anie201807585-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#anie201807585-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} or cells.[5](#anie201807585-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#anie201807585-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#anie201807585-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Using individual dyes or nanoparticles (e.g., QDs)[10](#anie201807585-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#anie201807585-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} for optical encoding is limited by the spectral overlap of their PL spectra and the concentration dependence of the PL intensity. Concentration‐independent PL lifetime multiplexing with individual nanoparticles has also been demonstrated. One concept was based on the use of upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) with varying co‐doping concentrations of Yb^3+^ and Tm^3+^ ions, but was only applied for proof‐of‐concept biosensing and security printing,[2](#anie201807585-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} most probably owing to the limited brightness of UCNPs.[12](#anie201807585-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Individual QDs were also used for PL lifetime tuning through band gap engineering, for example, by increasing the particle size,[13](#anie201807585-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} introducing various dopants,[7](#anie201807585-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#anie201807585-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and fabricating nanostructures with lattice strain.[8](#anie201807585-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#anie201807585-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Unfortunately, these methods led to changes in the PL wavelengths, and thus color could not be used as an independent parameter, which is a prerequisite for combining both color and lifetime into higher‐order multiplexing. A facile and robust strategy to prepare QDs with lifetime tunability that is independent of the PL color would significantly advance this endeavor.

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a strongly distance‐dependent interaction within a luminescent donor--acceptor pair, and the donor--acceptor distance defines the PL lifetime of the donor.[16](#anie201807585-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} A FRET pair of lanthanide (e.g., Eu^3+^ or Tb^3+^) donors and QD acceptors is of particular interest for multiplexed biosensing because lanthanides possess very long PL lifetimes and QDs provide color tunability and narrow PL emission.[17](#anie201807585-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#anie201807585-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#anie201807585-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#anie201807585-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Owing to the large difference between the PL lifetimes of lanthanides (on the order of milliseconds) and QDs (on the order of nanoseconds), the FRET‐sensitized lifetime of the QD acceptor is the same as the FRET‐quenched lifetime of the lanthanide donor.[19](#anie201807585-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, shorter (or longer) lanthanide--QD distances lead to shorter (or longer) PL lifetimes for both lanthanide and QD. We have recently shown that a single Tb--QD FRET pair can be used for TG detection of multiple miRNAs by PL lifetime tuning through Tb‐to‐QD distance adjustment.[21](#anie201807585-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Herein, we demonstrate that such a distance tuning approach can be used within one single nanoparticle by direct attachment of the lanthanides to QD coatings with different thicknesses and that these individual lanthanide‐coated QD nanohybrids can be used for the encoding of different cells by TG temporal multiplexing.

As a prototypical system for FRET lifetime encoding with individual nanoparticles (Scheme [1](#anie201807585-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}), we used silica as a transparent and controllable coating matrix for the QDs (CdSe/CdS/ZnS, emission maximum at 620 nm).[22](#anie201807585-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#anie201807585-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} The QDs were coated with size‐controlled (6 and 12 m) and uniform thiol‐functionalized silica shells (QD--SiO~2~), and two different maleimide‐functionalized lanthanide complexes (Lumi4‐Tb and Eu‐1)[24](#anie201807585-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#anie201807585-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#anie201807585-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} were attached through conjugation.

![a) QDs with SiO~2~ coatings of different thicknesses (*x=*6 or 12 nm) functionalized with Eu‐1 or Lumi4‐Tb for single‐wavelength temporal PL barcoding. b) The RGB encoding principle based on three distinct TG PL intensity fractions for each of the four FRET‐specific PL decays (see Figure [1](#anie201807585-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} for technical details).](ANIE-57-13686-g004){#anie201807585-fig-5001}

High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM; see the Supporting Information, Figure S1) images showed nearly monodisperse QDs with clearly defined SiO~2~ nanoshells of 6 nm and 12 nm thickness. Absorption and emission spectra of Lumi4‐Tb, Eu‐1, QD, QD/SiO~2~(6 nm), and QD/SiO~2~(12 nm) are presented in Figure S2. Both lanthanide complexes were excitable in the 300 to 400 nm wavelength region, and their PL spectra overlapped well with the QD absorption spectra for efficient FRET (Figure S3). Photophysical and FRET parameters for the different single luminophores and the donor--acceptor combinations are listed in Table [1](#anie201807585-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. While the PL emission wavelength of the QDs before and after SiO~2~ coating did not change (Figure S2), the extinction coefficient of QD/SiO~2~ significantly increased with increasing shell thickness owing to the better protection of the QD from the environment. The spectral overlap integral (*J*) and the Förster distance (*R* ~0~) of each individual FRET pair were calculated. UV/Vis absorbance spectra were employed to calculate the number of lanthanide donors per QD acceptor. The absorbance spectra (Figure S4), which presented linear combinations of QD--SiO~2~ and the lanthanide complexes, resulted in labeling ratios of ca. 75 Lumi4‐Tb per QD/SiO~2~(6 nm), ca. 87 Lumi4‐Tb per QD/SiO~2~(12 nm), ca. 175 Eu‐1 per QD/SiO~2~(6 nm), and ca. 180 Eu‐1 per QD/SiO~2~(12 nm). Approximately double amounts were used for Eu‐1 to account for the lower brightness (lower extinction coefficient at the microscopy excitation wavelength of 349 nm and lower quantum yield) of Eu‐1 compared to Lumi4‐Tb. Owing to the long PL lifetime of lanthanides, one QD can be sensitized by FRET from several lanthanide donors, and therefore an increasing number of donors increases the overall brightness of FRET‐sensitized QD emission.

###### 

Optical characteristics of Tb, Eu, and QD/SiO~2~ with their FRET pairs.

                     *ϵ* ~max~ ([m]{.smallcaps} ^−1^ cm^−1^) \[*λ* ~max~\]   *Φ* ${}_{{Ln}{}^{3 +}}$   Emission filter (nm)^\[a\]^   *τ* ^\[b\]^
  ------------------ ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ----------------------------- -------------
  Lumi4‐Tb           26 000 \[340 nm\]                                       0.79                      490/20                        2.7 ms
  Eu‐1               58 000 \[330 nm\]                                       0.48                      567/15                        1.1 ms
  QD/SiO~2~(6 nm)    599 500 \[610 nm\]                                      --                        640/14                        ca. 12 ns
  QD/SiO~2~(12 nm)   1 770 000 \[610 nm\]                                    --                        640/14                        ca. 11 ns

  FRET pair (D→A)       *J* ([m]{.smallcaps} ^−1^ cm^−1^ nm^4^)   *R* ~0~ (nm)   *τ* ~ave~ (ms)^\[c\]^
  --------------------- ----------------------------------------- -------------- -----------------------
  Tb→QD/SiO~2~(6 nm)    8.5×10^16^                                10.3           0.74
  Tb→QD/SiO~2~(12 nm)   2.4×10^17^                                12.2           1.82
  Eu→QD/SiO~2~(6 nm)    7.2×10^16^                                9.2            0.61
  Eu→QD/SiO~2~(12 nm)   2.3×10^17^                                11.1           1.09

\[a\] See Figure S6 for filter spectra. Lumi4‐Tb and Eu‐1 filters were selected to measure their bluest emission bands with the least possible overlap with the QD emission band. The QD filter was selected to avoid overlap with Tb and Eu PL. \[b\] See Figure S7 for PL decay curves. \[c\] Amplitude‐averaged decay time that takes into account the complete decay curves, which contain FRET‐quenched and unquenched (lanthanide complexes that do not participate in FRET) components. FRET‐quenched average decay times, FRET efficiencies, and donor--acceptor distances can be found in Table S1.
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Owing to the different distances (6 nm or 12 nm) and different *R* ~0~ values (between 9.2 and 12.2 nm, Table [1](#anie201807585-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}), the PL lifetimes (*τ*) of Lumi4‐Tb (2.7 ms) and Eu‐1(1.1 ms) were shortened to different extents. Because of the much shorter PL lifetime of the QDs (ns) compared to the lanthanide complexes (ms), the FRET‐quenched PL decay times of the lanthanides equaled the FRET‐sensitized PL decay times of the QDs.[17](#anie201807585-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, FRET led to distinct and long‐lived QD decays (Figure [1](#anie201807585-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a and Figure S5), with average decay times (*τ* ~ave~) between 0.61 ms and 1.82 ms (Table [1](#anie201807585-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}) for the four lanthanide--QD FRET nanoparticles. Steady‐state PL spectra also showed increased lanthanide PL quenching with decreasing shell thickness (Figure S6). Based on the PL decay curves, we also calculated FRET efficiencies and donor--acceptor distances (Tb/Eu--QD distances of 8.0 nm/8.3 nm for the 6 nm SiO~2~ shell and 11.3 nm/12.5 nm for the 12 nm SiO~2~ shell), which were in very good agreement with the QD--SiO~2~ structures and the distances from HRTEM (Figure S1), taking into account the random conjugation of the lanthanide complexes on the surface of the SiO~2~ shell.

![a) QD acceptor PL decay curves of each single nanoparticle code. b) TG PL intensity (RGB) ratios of each single nanoparticle code calculated from the TG intensities in the red, green, and blue TG detection windows in (a).](ANIE-57-13686-g001){#anie201807585-fig-0001}

The principle of TG RGB encoding is illustrated in Scheme [1](#anie201807585-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"} b. Based on the intersections of the four distinct PL decay curves (Figure [1](#anie201807585-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a), three temporally distinct TG PL intensity detection windows were selected and defined as red (R), green (G), and blue (B), respectively. One PL intensity (integrated over the time interval of the detection channel) is recorded for each channel. The different shapes of the decay curves (different PL lifetimes) result in distinct PL intensity combinations of the three detection channels R, G, and B. Thereby, each FRET nanoparticle can be identified by a unique RGB ratio (ratios of the TG PL intensities: R/(R+G+B), G/(R+G+B), and B/(R+G+B); Figure [1](#anie201807585-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} b and Table S2). TG imaging uses the same three TG detection windows as defined by the decay curves, and each camera pixel records three time‐dependent intensities (R, G, and B) for each image. *ImageJ* was used to assign red, green, or blue color to the three detection channels and define a common intensity range (same minimum and maximum values for all channels). The resulting overlay images provide RGB codes (between 0 and 255 for R, G, and B) for each pixel, which can then be transferred into RGB ratios and directly related to the four different FRET nanoparticles. As a first evaluation of biocompatibility, the stability of the RGB codes was analyzed for the four different nanoparticles incubated in PBS buffer at different pH (5.3, 6.8, and 7.5) for 2 h and 4 h. The TG PL intensity ratios of each code were nearly invariant (Figure S8), which provided first good evidence regarding the compatibility of our temporal PL encoding approach with live cell imaging.

To demonstrate the actual application for live cell imaging, HeLa cells were incubated with Tb--QD/SiO~2~(6 nm), Tb--QD/SiO~2~(12 nm), Eu--QD/SiO~2~(6 nm), and Eu--QD/SiO~2~(12 nm), respectively. Although adequately coated and biocompatible QDs have been used in many biological imaging applications in vivo and in vitro, their toxicity remains an important subject of discussion.[11](#anie201807585-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Cell viability tests (MTT assays) with QD concentrations of up to 800 n[m]{.smallcaps} (the concentration used for imaging experiments was only 20 n[m]{.smallcaps}) for both QD/SiO~2~(6 nm) and QD/SiO~2~(12 nm) revealed no significant cytotoxicity (Figure S9). To encode the cells incubated with a specific nanoparticle, we used a TG microscopy imaging system with pulsed laser excitation at 349 nm and time‐gated detection of the QD PL with an intensified CCD camera.[27](#anie201807585-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} In general, TG microscopy in the micro‐ and millisecond range can be realized on any standard fluorescence microscope that is equipped with pulsed excitation (e.g., LEDs, lasers, flash lamps, mechanical choppers) and time‐gated detection (e.g., intensified cameras, scanning photon detectors, mechanical choppers).[28](#anie201807585-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#anie201807585-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} As defined before in the PL decay experiments, TG windows of 0.05--0.5 ms (R), 0.5‐1 ms (G), and 1--3 ms (B) were selected for TG image encoding (Figure [2](#anie201807585-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). After merging the images from the three TG detection windows (overlay), the RGB color images were obtained. Each code was determined according to RGB color selection and was consistent with the previously calculated results obtained by PL decays. Noteworthy, the different RGB colors could be readily distinguished by the naked eye (Figure [2](#anie201807585-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![TG PL images (top) and high‐resolution TG PL images (bottom) in different temporal detection windows (time ranges on top), their overlay, and bright field (BF) images of HeLa cells labeled with individual nanoparticle codes: a) Tb--QD/SiO~2~(6 nm); b) Tb--QD/SiO~2~(12 nm); c) Eu--QD/SiO~2~(6 nm); d) Eu--QD/SiO~2~(12 nm). Scale bar (top right): 20 μm; *λ* ~ex~=349 nm; *λ* ~em~=640 nm.](ANIE-57-13686-g002){#anie201807585-fig-0002}

To emphasize the capability of these codes to distinguish cells in more complex environments, four differently encoded HeLa cells were mixed and cultured on the same microscopy slide. As shown in Figure [3](#anie201807585-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, single‐color (one excitation and one emission wavelength) TG imaging could efficiently distinguish the four types of cells within the same field of view. Again, the four RGB codes can be already distinguished by the naked eye (Figure [3](#anie201807585-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} d). However, for reasons of clarity and taking into account the different color impressions from screen to screen and from screen to paper, we retrieved the RGB codes from color selection within the overlay image and marked the different cells with colored arrows in the bright‐field images (Figure [3](#anie201807585-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} e). We found that the RGB color of each code in this rather complex mixing environment exhibited less blue color, which we assigned to quenching effects during the 8 h incubation time. Still, we could clearly distinguish the encoded cells based on the ratios of the TG PL intensities. Finally, to demonstrate the independence of the readout from PL intensity and probe concentration, different encoding nanoparticles were incubated at distinct concentrations with HeLa cells, and afterwards the cells were mixed. Adjusting brightness and contrast within the same field of view also allowed us to distinguish cells with significantly different PL intensities (Figure S10).

![TG PL images of differently encoded HeLa cells: a) 0.05--0.5 ms; b) 0.5--1 ms; c) 1--3 ms; d) overlay; e) bright‐field image; red arrow: Tb--QD/SiO~2~(6 nm), blue arrows: Tb--QD/SiO~2~(12 nm), yellow arrows: Eu--QD/SiO~2~(6 nm), green arrows: Eu--QD/SiO~2~(12 nm). Scale bar (e): 20 μm; *λ* ~ex~=349 nm; *λ* ~em~=640 nm.](ANIE-57-13686-g003){#anie201807585-fig-0003}

In summary, we have developed and applied a single‐wavelength, single‐nanoparticle encoding system composed of QD cores with lanthanide‐functionalized SiO~2~ shells. Our TG‐FRET barcoding technique is based on precise control of the distance between lanthanide donors and QD acceptors, which, in turn, leads to distinct PL decay curves. TG PL detection in three specific time windows allowed us to create distinct RGB codes for each encoding nanoparticle, which were used to label live cells. Individual cells and cell mixtures could be distinguished by the predefined RGB codes in the same field of view by TG PL imaging. Our encoding approach is independent from PL intensity and nanoparticle concentration, and was shown to provide stable signals at different pH values over several hours of incubation. While our study used two different QD coating thicknesses and two different lanthanide complexes to create four different codes, more variations could be used to extend the coding range with additional lifetimes. Although a larger lifetime difference will always lead to better distinction, the curves of Eu--QD/SiO~2~(6 nm) and Tb--QD/SiO~2~(6 nm) are very similar with an average lifetime difference of only about 20 % (0.61 and 0.74 ms, see Table [1](#anie201807585-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}), but can still be distinguished very efficiently. A 20 % difference between all lifetimes and a minimum lifetime of about 10 % of the one of Lumi4‐Tb (2.7 ms) would allow for 14 different codes (lifetimes of 0.25, 0.30, 0.36, 0.44, 0.52, 0.63, 0.75, 0.90, 1.09, 1.30, 1.56, 1.88, 2.25, and 2.70 ms). If the coding system of interest requires more than 20 % lifetime difference, the FRET multiplexing range can be extended by other means, for example, by combining spectral and temporal multiplexing components or by multistep FRET processes, in which the QD is used both as acceptor (to a Tb complex) and donor (to a dye). Such approaches have already been used in solution to quantify multiple DNAs by spectrotemporal multiplexing[30](#anie201807585-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} or for the design of sophisticated molecular logic gates.[31](#anie201807585-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#anie201807585-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Taking into account that lanthanide‐to‐QD FRET can be applied to many different QD colors,[18](#anie201807585-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#anie201807585-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#anie201807585-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#anie201807585-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} it should be possible to extend our single‐nanoparticle encoding strategy to higher‐order spectrotemporal PL barcoding, and thereby significantly advance the possibilities of fluorescence encoding.
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